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To become an Educator for Gender Equity, K-12 teachers and staff
complete at least one course in all six domains for a total of 40
hours of training. Our educator team designs these courses by
drawing on the latest in educational researchto emphasize
practical applications as well as theoretical knowledge.
In addition to the skills and knowledge-based courses, educators
join a cohort which meets regularly to build community, share
ideas and get support. Research shows that this community
component is vital for sustaining long-term growth.
Educators can complete their training in-person during days of
workshops scheduled throughout the summer and the school
year or through self-paced courses on our digital platform
(https://tawonline.thinkific.com/).

What can an Educator for Gender Equity do?
Foundations

An Educator for Gender Equity understands how to honor all genders,
stay informed about evolving conversations about identity, and talk
with young people about these issues.

Equity

An Educator for Gender Equity embraces how other aspects of
identity, especially race, cannot be separated from gender identity and
ensures that students can be fully themselves in the classrooms
and hallways of their school.

Liberatory Practices

An Educator for Gender Equity cultivates communities of respect
where everyone has the same opportunities to learn, thrive and lead
regardless of gender.

Liberatory Applications

An Educator for Gender Equity teaches content and uses practices in
their specific role that encourage gender equity.

Capstone Contribution

An Educator for Gender Equity creates educational resources that
further equity in K-12 schools.

Community Cohort

An Educator for Gender Equity supports other educators in their
journeys and seeks their advice and insight in order to stay informed
and responsive to evolving conversations about identity.

What are some examples of courses teachers can take?*
Foundations (8 hours)

In this course, we provide all our educators with a common language for
growth, discuss goals and go over ways that gender equity can enrich
every aspect of school life. .

Equity (8 hours)

Intersections of Race & Gender
Women’s Voices in the Civil Rights Movement
The Myth of Meritocracy
Indigenous Voices & Gender Politics

Liberatory Practices (4-8 hours)

Queer Liberatory Pedagogy
Writing Trans-inclusive policies
Intersectional Feminist Pedagogy
Cultivating Resilient Masculinities

Liberatory Applications (4-8 hours)

Math for Queer Liberation
Admissions & Unconscious Bias
Women, Gender & History
Building inclusive STEM programs

Capstone Contribution (4 hours)

As capstone project, educators submit a teaching resource (usually a unit
plan or series of videos) for K-12 classrooms to our online platform, Teach
About Power, where other any teacher can access it for free.

Community Cohort (8 hours)

All participants are divided into small cohorts of 8-12. These cohorts meet
regularly to share insights and support each other in growth.

All our educators take the same course.

These courses emphasize intersections with race
and class.

These are approaches that apply to whole
communities.

These are subject- and role-specific offerings.

*We are in the process of building our online course platform. Over the next few years, we will develop a rich array of courses
so that teachers can choose the courses that will be most relevant to their roles and communities.
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Teach About Women | Who are we?
Vision
We envision a society where everyone has the same opportunities to
learn, thrive, and lead, regardless of gender.
Mission
Our mission is to provide K-12 educators with curriculum, training and
certification to make gender equity part of every aspect of school life.
Approach
We create in-person workshops and self-paced online courses for K-12
teachers, maintain a database of free classroom resources and regularly
publish podcasts and essays to help educators #teachaboutwomen.
Impact
Over the next five years, we will certify 10,000 teachers at 1,000 schools
to educate 1,000,000 students to close the gender leadership gap.

Teach About Women | Follow us
@TeachAboutWomen
We tweet and post on Instagram about interesting
developments in education and the fight for gender
equity.
https://teachaboutwomen.substack.com/
We share podcasts, lesson plans and essays on a semiweekly basis to help educators teach about women and
promote gender equity in their schools.
https://tawonline.thinkific.com/
We are in the process of creating a suite online courses K12 and college educators can take on their own time to
hone their teaching craft and obtain their certification as
an Educator for Gender Equity®.

Teach About Women | Our partners
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Teach About Women | Our team
Jason Ablin, MA, NYU

Carley Moore, PhD, New York University

Carolyn Chica, BA, Stonybrook University

Shelley Murray, BA, UT-San Antonio

Georgina Emerson (Founder/CEO) BA, MA, Dartmouth Leah Owens, PhD, Rutgers University
Rachelle Friedman, PhD, UCLA

Griffin Payne, MA, Concordia

Parminder Haven, PhD, The CUNY Graduate Center

Krista Perks, PhD, UC-San Diego

Michael Kideckel, PhD, Columbia University

Kemeyawi Wahpepah, PhD candidate, Harvard

Caroline King, MA, University of Oxford

Brandie Waid, PhD, Columbia Teachers College

Maureen Lamb, BA, Holy Cross

Parminder Haven, PhD, The CUNY Graduate Center

What distinguishes our team?
Our educators draw on their vast
experience and knowledge of the
teaching craft to design curriculum
create courses that transform the ways
we teach about women and gender.
• 9 of our 16 teachers have PhD’s.
• 90% hold higher degrees.
• 100% have more than 10 years of
teaching experience.

Teach About Women
Diversity & Inclusion
At Teach About Women, we believe our work is strongest when our team reflects the tremendous diversity
of the students, families, and educators we serve. In our community, we value a wide range of identities
and experiences. We define ‘women’ broadly, welcoming those who identify as femme, trans, non-binary,
and gender expansive. Following the lead of Dr. Kimberlé Crenshaw, we also acknowledge that many
women face multiple and intersecting forms of oppression. We actively seek to address the ways that
gender intersects with systems of oppression such as racism, classism, ableism, heterosexism, colonialism,
and xenophobia. We recruit BIPOC and LGBTQIA+ educators and seek to partner with organizations from
communities that have been historically underserved by America’s schools.

georgina@teachaboutwomen.org
(212) 390-1745
Teach About Women is a 501(c)3.
Our EIN is 83-0685327.
@TeachAboutWomen
www.TeachAboutWomen.org

